
Guaranteed protection and security

Mobile electronic signature and ID solution for total security

What is PassByME Mobile ID?
PassByME is a mobile application that can be used for electronic signature and also for logging in users in any 
environment where security is of major importance. These can be: e-government, financial services, e-commerce, 
cloud-based services, or just a VPN connection. From technical point of view, PassByME is an easy-to-use but very 
secure second-factor authentication tool, in which public key infrastructure (PKI) ensures highest security while the 
smart device provides ease of use.

The PassByME solution complies with the PSD2 directive and suitable for ensuring strong customer authentication 
(SCA), transaction authorisation, signing PDFs, and also bulk signing. The authorisation that is created with the mo-
bile device connects directly to the document: it is standard, personal, secure and interactive.

Why do  
you need  

PassByME  
Mobile ID?

   It provides its owner with an easy-to-use and secure mobile 
ID that gives protection from online fraud, because the 
weakest link in online security is authentication.

  Using PassByME there is no need for costly SMS messages 
or tokens for generating single-use passwords. 

  The electronic signature function of PassByME provides  
a complete administration tool for you and your customers. 
The legally binding electronic signature created by mobile 
device meets all requirements of online contracts, so it 
makes paper-based contracting unnecessary.



Possible  
application  

areas 

  Login to internet bank, transaction 
authorisation

 Online payment authorisation

  Online contracting with full evidentiary 
force

 Remote approval and document signing

  PSD2 strong customer authentication 
(SCA)

 Workflow management

 Bulk approvals and document signing

  Credit card payment and ATM cash 
withdrawal

  Internal company authentication (VPN, 
databases)

 Login to remote storage sites

  Using CRM and other services in  
connection with e-commerce

Features of  
PassByME  

Mobile ID

  Secure authentication

  Autorization

  Messaging

  Electonic signatures providing  
non-repudiation

  Legally binding

Main  
advantages  

of PassByME  
Mobile ID

  It provides the possibility of authentication anywhere and anytime.

 Easy to use, easy to integrate

  The use of international security standards, protocols, and interfaces ensures the 
transparency and trust in the solution which is also PSD2 compliant.

  It can be integrated as a service to the existing identification system in a matter of 
days.

  It uses minimal customer information and does not require any confidential customer 
data for operation. 

The operation of PassByME Mobile ID

Please visit the passbyme.com website, and see how PassByME works in an online banking and 
payment environment! 

username

******  

Enter your username and 
password to log in to the 

internet bank, CRM  
system, or cloud-based 

data storage.

You will receice  
a notification on your  

smart device using the 
PassByME application  
which needs approval.

When you approve,  
the system will authorise 

your login.
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